Computer-aided dosage form design. I. Methods for defining a long-acting first-order delivery system of maximum formulating flexibility.
The method provides an a priori assessment of the maximum allowable flexibility in the rate of release from a prolonged-release formulation. The clinical pharmacokinetic parameters describing the drug candidate are employed to calculate the ranges of rate constants and doses required for the formulation to provide a selected therapeutic duration. For a given patient, there may be an infinite number of combinations of release rate constants and dose sizes which will maintain steady-state plasma drug concentrations within a desired range when the formulation is administered at the selected dosing interval. Computer simulations of steady-state plasma concentrations are employed to establish the ranges for all of the acceptable rate constants and doses for each member of a group. The entire group is then examined to define the range of release rate constants and doses which would provide a useful formulation for every member in the group. Literature values for theophylline clinical pharmacokinetics in children and adults have been employed to illustrate the application of this method. The method is unique in that it provides an entire range of release rates on which to gauge the feasibility for success.